
HOW TO INSTALL

          HOW TO INSTALL GREEN LIGNIN
1  All you need to install the GREEN LIGNIN underlay is a roll of adhesive tape, a carpet knife, and a 1 cm gap gauge or tape measure. A pencil might also be useful. GREEN LIGNIN should always be at room temperature when you install it. Before laying the insulation underlay, check that the  
 floor surface is clean, level, dry, free from cracks, compression-resistant and has adequate tensile strength. You should also ensure that it meets the pertinent requirements outlined in professional guild and trade association guidelines. GREEN LIGNIN will even out minor irregularities in 
 the underlying surface, but any significant irregularities must be corrected before laying the material. Follow the instructions provided by the manufacturer of the overlay flooring and seek advice in the case of buildings with elevated moisture levels or residual moisture in the underlying  
 surface to determine whether it is necessary to drain or dry out the surface first or to use an additional moisture-proof seal. The warranty conditions of overlay flooring manufacturers generally require an additional vapour barrier layer to be installed. 

2 Decide the direction in which your flooring will be laid and install GREEN LIGNIN at a 90° angle to the long side of the floor boards.  (When laying the flooring it is important to ensure that the joints between the floor boards do not align with any of the underlay seams.)

3 Lay the GREEN LIGNIN sheets loosely together on the subfloor with the sheets offset from each other by half a width. The individual sheets should be butt jointed and prevented from slipping by means of adhesive tape.  

4 The sheets can be cut to size using scissors and a carpet knife. A gap of 10 mm must be left between the edge of the underlay and the walls/openings.  

5 The overlay flooring can now be laid on top in accordance with the manufacturer‘s instructions.
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